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Silkar Stone
Silkar Plaza, Orta Mh. Topkapi Maltepe Cd., No:6 Bayrampasa 34030 , Istanbul, TURKEY
www.silkarstone.com
Firat Lacin, Tel: + () 90 533 598 96 65, firat.lacin@silkarstone.com

CPD Overview

Silkar is one of the largest stone quarrier and manufacturer, having production facilities in Turkey and China, as well as distribution
centres in the US and a showroom in the UK, under brand of Silkar Stone. LSP is the brand of Silkar’s laminated stone family,
combines super-thin-stone with different backings.
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Available CPD Material (1)

Laminated Stone Panels

This CPD aims to increase the awareness and knowledge of the audience about laminated stone which
is basically a composite material form of marble. The content includes technical descriptions,
specifications, benefits and limitations and different fields of application for laminated stone, supported
with case studies. It will help you to understand the following topics:
- Understand what a laminated stone panel is and the varieties available
- Understand the benefits and limitations of laminated stone and which limitations of natural stone could
be solved with this material
- Understand the variety of substrates for different cladding and flooring applications
- Understand the technical specifications of different laminations to be able to specify the right solution
- Understand the possible fields of use for each substrate
- Understand compliance with current legislation, including health and safety and test results
- Understand lessons learnt from case studies

Material type: Seminar

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: General Awareness
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Classifications

Subject/Product Areas (CI/SfB)

Finishes
Finishes > Ceramic and stone panels, tiles
Floor finishes: rigid tiles, slabs, mosaic > Tile and slab flooring

RIBA Core Curriculum areas

Design, construction and technology
Knowledge level: General Awareness
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